From: J M MANYI: DIRECTOR GENERAL: Department: Labour

23 March 2010

The Chairperson of the Labour Portfolio Committee Ms L Yengeni MP

Dear Madam,

RE: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL R1 BILLION TO EFFECTIVELY IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENTAL PRIORITIES

1. INTRODUCTION

The Department of Labour (DoL) plays a significant role in the implementation of one of the five government priorities, i.e. Decent Work. Our role, in the main, is to regulate the relationship between the employer and the employee. The DoL is one of the very few national departments that combine national, provincial and local competences under one department in order to effectively fulfil its mandate. Our mandate as a department is not just limited to policy development and coordination but it is also to ensure reasonable access and delivery of a whole range of DoL services across the nine provinces and various localities in South Africa. For this reason we have a very large foot print, nine provincial offices, 125 Labour Centres and 19 mobile offices. We extend our services to 72 Thusong Centres in all the 9 provinces.

For the DoL to be a significant player in employer/employee regulation, our laws need to have an impact. Such an impact, is currently compromised by our inability to stretch resources to match our county-wide presence. The DoL operates with a budget that is centralised in its National Office, this has proved to be insufficient as far as catering for the needs of our provincial and regional offices is concerned including our national office.

2. DoL PRIORITIES

As highlighted to the Labour Portfolio Committee during the presentation of the DoL Strategic Plan 2010 - 2015, the DoL has identified 3 key priority areas for intervention over the next five years, viz.

2.1 Labour Law Reform

Fundamental to the Decent Work Agenda of the country is the Labour Law that protects the most vulnerable of our workers. Reform and continuous review of the South African labour Law is high on the country's agenda and so the DoL's implementation plan. Due to insufficient capacity, we've had to outsource a lot of technical work that could have been done by the DoL. To be able to take a proactive stance in the continuous review of the impact of our legislation and policies, we need labour market specialists which the DoL currently has in insufficient numbers. Targeted for review are the following pieces of legislation:

	Basic Conditions of Employment Act (BCEA) 


	Labour Relations Act (LRA)


	And the Employment Equity Act (EEA)


2.2. Public Employment Services

The DoL has repositioned Public Employment Services (PES) as an integrated service offering that includes the two Funds, i.e. Unemployment Insurance Fund and the Compensation Fund. PES is in dire need of a sophisticated IT system that will enable effective links with the various stakeholders like employment agencies, other government departments etc, the tracking of employment opportunities, employment seekers and job matching mechanisms. There is a need to recruit more career guidance counsellors and to upgrade existing staff to be able to operate the high technology system to be implemented country wide.

2.3. Inspection and Enforcement Services (IES)

Inspection and Enforcement (IES) started monthly blitz inspections in 2009. These are targeted at high risk sectors with the aim of enhancing enforcement, increase compliance and reduce work place incidents, diseases and fatalities. The biggest gap in effective inspection and enforcement is the staff compliment of capable Professional Inspectors. To achieve this we need to get better qualified Inspectors to join the DoL ranks, strengthen the skills base of our existing inspectorate and modern technical equipment. All these are critical to our agenda to enhance IES.

It is predominantly for the reasons outlined above, that the current financial baseline it' deemed insufficient and will not allow for an effective implementation of our mandate. The spread sheet attached here with is a summarised version of the additional requirements to our financial baseline without which our impact will be significantly curtailed.

Yours truly 

..	...	....

J M MANYI: DIRECTOR GENERAL

